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Abstract

Precise positioning of dendritic branches is a critical step in the establishment of neuronal 

circuitry. However, there is limited knowledge on how environmental cues translate into dendrite 

initiation or branching at a specific position. Here, through a combination of mutation, RNAi and 

imaging experiments, we found that a Dscam-Dock-Pak1 hierarchical interaction defines the 

stereotypical dendrite growth site in the Drosophila aCC motoneuron. In particular, this 

interaction localizes the Cdc42 effector, Pak1, to the plasma membrane at the dendrite initiation 

site prior to the activation of Cdc42. Ectopic expression of membrane-anchored Pak1 overrides 

this spatial specification of dendritogenesis, confirming its function in guiding Cdc42 signaling. 

We further discovered that Dscam1 localization in aCC occurs through an inter-neuronal contact 

that involves Dscam1 in the partner MP1 neuron. These findings elucidate a mechanism by which 

Dscam1 controls neuronal morphogenesis through spatial regulation of Cdc42 signaling and 

subsequently cytoskeletal remodeling.
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Introduction

A choreographed sequence of cellular interaction through multiple signaling events takes 

place when the axon and dendrites of individual neurons are sculptured during the 

establishment of the nervous system (Cheng and Poo, 2012; Dickson, 2002; Jan and Jan, 

2003). Compared to what we have learned about axon outgrowth and guidance (Vitriol and 

Zheng, 2012), our knowledge on the regulation of dendritic development is more limited 

(Jan and Jan, 2010), partially because of the much more complicated morphologies and 

smaller size of dendritic branches. Although the shapes of dendrites may appear “random”, 

many model systems have illustrated that dendrite growth could be under strict spatial-

temporal control. This regulation is essential for the correct wiring of neuronal circuitries 

during development (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010; Yogev and Shen, 2014). The importance in 

inter-cellular contact signaling to dendrite morphogenesis has been recently demonstrated in 

the C. elegans sensory PVD neuron, in which the ligand complex SAX7/MNR-1 from 

hypodermis cells spatially activates DMA-1 on the neurites and consequently leads to the 

formation of branches at the contact point (Dong et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2014; Salzberg et 

al., 2013). On the other hand, how these types of external spatial cues translate into dendrite 

morphogenesis through the regulation of cytoskeletal activity has yet to be fully elucidated. 

To investigate such molecular mechanisms, we chose the aCC (anterior corner cell) 

motoneuron in the Drosophila embryonic central nervous system (CNS) because of its 

highly stereotyped yet simple dendrite development (Figure 1A). In the CNS neuropil, the 

aCC sprouts its dendrites as collateral processes from the axon at exactly 13 μm from the 

midline at hour 13:00 after egg laying (AEL) of embryogenesis (Figure 1A). This process is 

largely invariant and thus ideal for studying the molecular mechanisms that govern the 

precise spatiotemporal positioning of dendrite outgrowth in the CNS (Kamiyama and Chiba, 

2009).
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During neuronal morphogenesis, spatial and temporal signals from multiple intracellular and 

extracellular sources are integrated to trigger a sequence of activities in membrane 

trafficking and cytoskeleton rearrangement (Alberts, 1998; Alberts et al., 2007). At the 

intersection of these signaling pathways, Cdc42, a member of the Rho family of small 

GTPases, is particularly important (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002). Cdc42 cycles 

between GDP-associated inactive and GTP-associated active states, reciprocally controlled 

by GTPase activation proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide-exchange factors (GEFs). 

Activated Cdc42 can bind dozens of effectors that regulate cytoskeletal dynamics and 

vesicle trafficking (Etienne-Manneville, 2004; Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002; Hall, 

1998). How Cdc42 signaling leads to cell morphogenesis with spatial, temporal and pathway 

precision is a question under intensive study (Etienne-Manneville, 2004; Etienne-

Manneville and Hall, 2002; Mogilner et al., 2012; Murakoshi et al., 2011; Welch et al., 

2011). Many functions of cdc42 are conserved across phyla (Govek et al., 2011; Govek et 

al., 2005; Hall and Lalli, 2010; Luo, 2000) and loss of cdc42 function leads to neuron 

development defects in both vertebrates and invertebrates (Garvalov et al., 2007). In the 

Drosophila aCC motoneuron, the dendritogenesis process cell-autonomously requires cdc42 

function (Kamiyama and Chiba, 2009; Figure S1A) but not the rac genes (rac1/rac2/mtl 

loss-of-function mutations display less severe defects, see Figure S1A). To further elucidate 

the mechanism by which Cdc42 controls dendrite outgrowth, we previously introduced a 

Cdc42 activation probe (aProbe) (Kamiyama and Chiba, 2009) based on intramolecular 

FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer). We found that Cdc42 remains inactive in aCC 

before hour 13:00 AEL, the onset time point of dendrite outgrowth. Although the timing of 

Cdc42 activation perfectly coincides with that of dendrite outgrowth in aCC, the region of 

Cdc42 activation is too large to account for the precise dendrite positioning (Figures 1A-B). 

This discrepancy led us to speculate that other mechanisms may be present to restrict Cdc42 

signaling to the site of dendrite initiation. For example, in the establishment of cell polarity, 

the restricted subcellular localization of Cdc42 interaction partners, e.g. its effectors, is a key 

to confine Cdc42 signaling (Kozubowski et al., 2008; Park and Bi, 2007; Slaughter et al., 

2009).

In this paper, we combine RNAi screening, knock-out verification, high-resolution 

Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) imaging, and gain-of-function studies to show 

that the local enrichment of Cdc42 effectors, especially the localization of Pak1 to the 

plasma membrane, is the mechanism that specifies the dendritogenesis site in aCC. Inspired 

by previous genetic and biochemical studies that indicated the role of Dscam1/Dock/Pak 

signaling pathway in regulating axon guidance in Drosophila (Hing et al., 1999; Schmucker 

et al., 2000), we further demonstrate that Dscam1 functions as the cell surface receptor that 

recruits Pak1 to the membrane via Dock, and this recruitment occurs independent of Cdc42 

activity. Finally, we discover that the external spatial cue for Dscam1 localization in aCC 

comes from contact with the MP1 pioneer neuron. Our findings provide mechanistic 

evidence that Dscam1 regulates neuronal morphogenesis through the spatial regulation of 

Cdc42 signaling and therefore cytoskeletal remodeling.
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Results

Cdc42 effector accumulation coincides spatially with aCC dendritogenesis

To quantitatively characterize dendritogenesis in the aCC motoneuron, we imaged its 

morphology by lipophilic-dye labeling. From 11:00 to 15:00 AEL, we quantified the 

position of primary dendritic branches defined as their distances to the midline (Figure 1C), 

as well as the number of all dendritic tips (Figure 1D). These measurements indicate that the 

initiation of dendrite outgrowth starts at 12.9 ± 0.3 μm (mean ± SEM) from the midline at 

13:00 AEL. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of primary branch position 

distribution was 3.9 ± 0.9 μm (mean ± SEM). On the contrary, the region of Cdc42 

activation, as indicated by the FWHM of aProbe signal at 13:00 AEL, was measured to be 

6.8 ± 1.0 μm (mean ± SEM,) in our previous study (Figure 1B) (Kamiyama and Chiba, 

2009).

To identify the interaction partners of Cdc42 in aCC, we took an imaging-based approach 

adapted from previous in vitro and in vivo protein-Cdc42 interaction assays (Formstecher et 

al., 2005) using a constitutively active mutant of Cdc42, Cdc42V12 (Aceto et al., 2006; 

Formstecher et al., 2005; Owen et al., 2000). To gain single-neuron resolution, we used an 

eve’-GAL4 driver to express Cdc42V12 tagged with green fluorescent protein 

(GFP::Cdc42V12; Figure S1A) selectively in aCC and its sibling pCC and RP2 neurons 

(Figure S1B). To avoid the potential artifacts from continuous Cdc42V12 expression, we 

used an inducible expression system to briefly express the transgene for 3 hours before the 

time point of imaging (Figures S1B-C). No obvious defects in cell body migration, axon 

growth/guidance (Figure S1B-C), or aCC dendritic branch number (Figure S1D) were 

observed in this case. We performed immuno-staining with anti-Cdc42 antibodies to 

confirm that the expression level of GFP::Cdc42V12 was comparable to that of endogenous 

Cdc42 (Figures S1E-F).

We characterized the pattern of GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation along aCC axon from 11:00 

to 15:00 AEL. GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation at the dendritogenesis site was found to 

precede Cdc42 activation by at least two hours (Figures 1E-F). Interestingly, the width of 

GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation (3.7 ± 0.3 µm, mean ± SEM; Figure 1B) matched that of the 

dendrite outgrowth region. In contrast, GFP::Cdc42 under the same expression control 

showed a flat distribution in the same region (Figures 1E), indicating that the accumulation 

of Cdc42V12 is specific to the interaction between activated Cdc42 and is binding partners. 

Therefore, we reasoned that the local enrichment of Cdc42 interaction partners might be 

responsible for positioning dendrite outgrowth. Of course, despite our efforts to minimize 

Cdc42V12 expression, there is still a risk of potential artifacts caused by constitutively 

activating Cdc42. Therefore, in subsequent experiments, GFP::Cdc42V12 was only used as a 

screening readout to identify the Cdc42 interaction partners responsible for aCC 

dendritogenesis.
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Pak1, along with several other Cdc42 effectors, is responsible for GFP::Cdc42V12 

accumulation and aCC dendritogenesis

To narrow down candidates of Cdc42 interaction partners enriched at the dendrite outgrowth 

site, we tested a mutant of Cdc42V12, Cdc42V12C40, for which a mutation at Tyr40 disrupts 

its binding to partners containing the Cdc42/Rac-interactive binding (CRIB) motif (Burbelo 

et al., 1995; Manser et al., 1994; Owen et al., 2000). GFP::Cdc42V12C40 did not accumulate 

at the dendritogenesis site (Figure 2A), suggesting that interaction partners at the site likely 

contain the CRIB motif.

Drosophila has nine putative CRIB-containing genes for Cdc42: Pak1 [p21 protein (Cdc42/

Rac)-activated kinase], Pak2, Pak3, MRCK (myotonic dystrophy kinase-related Cdc42-

binding kinase) and Mlk (mixed lineage kinase), Flk (Fak-like kinase), WASp (Wiskott-

Aldrich syndrome protein), Par6 (partitioning-defective protein 6) and Spec (small binding 

proteins for Cdc42). By injecting double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) at the syncytial 

blastoderm stage (Kennerdell and Carthew, 1998), we knocked down each of these genes in 

embryos expressing GFP::Cdc42V12 in aCC. Knocking down any one of Flk, Pak1, Pak2, 

MRCK, Mlk, WASp, Par6 and Spec caused a small but significant reduction in 

GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation at the region of dendrite growth (Figure 2A).

To validate these identified candidates and their function in aCC, we examined the dendrite 

tip number by knocking down each one of them with aCC-specific expression of short 

hairpin RNA (shRNA) using established UAS-shRNA lines. Knocking down Pak1, MRCK, 

Flk or WASp indeed led to a significant reduction in dendrite tip number (Figure 2B). The 

incomplete suppression of dendritogenesis in the individual knockdowns implied a 

functional redundancy among these genes, which was confirmed by the drastic reduction in 

dendrite branch number (~ 80%) when all four dsRNA constructs (Pak1, MRCK, Flk and 

WASp) were co-injected into embryos (Figure 2B). Among these four effectors, knocking-

down Pak1 caused the most reduction in dendrite tip number. To further confirm the 

function of Pak1, we imaged aCC dendritogenesis in embryos homozygous for a loss-of-

function mutation in pak1, revealing a significant decrease in dendrite tip number (Figure 

2C). Resupplying the Pak1 gene back only to aCC rescued this phenotype (Figure 2C), 

suggesting that Pak1 is cell-autonomously required for aCC dendritogenesis.

Pak1 is enriched at the ventral plasma membrane of aCC dendritogenesis site

As a complimentary approach to genetic perturbation, we assessed the involvement of Pak1 

at the aCC dendritogenesis site by direct microscopy observation. Although it is desirable to 

image endogenous Pak1, e.g. by anti-Pak1 immunohistochemistry, such studies are 

challenging because of the ubiquitous presence of Pak1 in cells that tangle around the aCC 

dendritogenesis site (Figure S2A). To solve this problem, we expressed an epitope-tagged 

Pak1 under the eve’-GAL4 driver at a near-physiological level (Figure S2B) so that we can 

perform cell-specific immunofluorescence imaging. A number of tags were tested and the 

fluorescent protein mEOS2 was chosen for this purpose. We verified that this additional 

expression of Pak1::mEOS2 did not alter aCC dendrite development (Figures S2C). In 

confocal images, Pak1 was indeed found to be enriched at the site where the dendrites 

normally start to form. Importantly, such a restricted localization of Pak1 started two hours 
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prior to the onset of dendritogenesis (Figure 2D), spatiotemporally matching the 

GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation pattern but not the Cdc42 activation pattern in aCC. In 

addition, in cdc42−/− flies at 11:00 AEL, Pak1 in aCC showed exactly the same 

accumulation pattern as in wild-type flies (Figure 2D). This result provides strong evidence 

that regulation of the Pak1 accumulation is independent of Cdc42 activity.

To rigorously assess the subcellular localization of Pak1 at the aCC dendritogenesis site, we 

used the high-resolution microscopy technique of SIM (Heintzmann and Gustafsson, 2009) 

because the diameter of the aCC axon (300~1000 nm) is too small for confocal microscopy 

(Lichtman and Denk, 2011; McGorty et al., 2013). With a spatial resolution of ~100 nm in 

the xy directions and ~250 nm in the z direction (Gustafsson et al., 2008), 3D SIM allowed 

us to distinguish cytoplasm versus plasma membrane in the axon cross section (Figure 3A). 

Our SIM images showed that Pak1 is dispersed in the cytoplasm in the aCC axon away from 

the dendritogenesis site (Figure 3B), consistent with the fact that Pak1 is devoid of 

membrane-anchoring domains (Bokoch, 2003). However, at the dendrite outgrowth site (13 

μm from the midline), Pak1 is enriched on the plasma membrane two hours prior to the 

onset of dendritogenesis (Figure 3B). Moreover, Pak1 is asymmetrically distributed on the 

axonal membrane toward the ventral side (Figure 3B). Such asymmetric membrane 

localization matches with the asymmetric dorsal-ventral positioning of primary dendritic 

branches (Figure 3C).

Forced membrane-anchoring of Pak1 overrides the spatial confinement of aCC 
dendritogenesis

Our microscopy observations suggest a direct role of Pak1 recruitment to the plasma 

membrane in specifying the site of aCC dendrite outgrowth. This hypothesis is supported by 

our genetic studies that pak1 null mutants not only show a reduction of dendritic branch 

number, but also abnormal positioning of the remaining dendrites (Figure 4A). To further 

test our hypothesis, we expressed in aCC myristoylation-tagged Pak1 (UAS-Pak1myr) that is 

synthetically tethered to the plasma membrane (Hing et al., 1999; Hughes et al., 2007; Lu et 

al., 1997). We found that the initiation time of aCC dendrites remained unchanged at 13:00 

AEL. However, the region containing primary dendritic processes expanded to a FWHM of 

9.0 ± 1.2 μm (mean ± SEM) along the axon, without supernumerary dendritic processes 

appearing beyond this compartment (Figure 4A). The expanded region of dendrites matched 

the width of the region in which Cdc42 is normally activated (6.8 ± 1.0 μm, mean ± SEM; 

Figures 4B). To rule out that these extra dendrites are caused by higher doses of Pak1, we 

imaged aCC with over-expression of wild-type Pak1. Dendrite initiation with wild-type 

Pak1 over-expression was entirely normal, spanning a FWHM of 3.7 ± 0.7 μm (mean ± 

SEM) along the axons (Figure 4A). This result confirms that the membrane recruitment of 

Pak1 is sufficient to induce aCC dendrite growth.

Dscam1 and Dock is enriched at the aCC dendritogenesis site and is critical for aCC 
dendritogenesis

The observation that Pak1 accumulates at the ventral membrane, but not the dorsal-side 

membrane (Figure 3B), favors a positional cue from cell-cell contact. If Pak1 distribution 

were to be guided by intracellular signaling or diffusive signaling molecules, we would 
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expect a more symmetric accumulation of Pak1 around the axonal cross section given its 

small dimension. Previous biochemical data revealed that Pak1 interacts with the SH2-SH3 

domain adaptor protein Nck (Hing et al., 1999), whose Drosophila ortholog is Dreadlocks 

(Dock). Dock interacts with the cytoplasmic domain of a cell-surface receptor, the Down 

syndrome cell-adhesion molecule (Dscam1) (Schmucker et al., 2000). It is thus conceivable 

that Dscam1, together with Dock, recruits Pak1 to the membrane at the aCC dendritogenesis 

site. Consistent with this model, we observed diminished numbers of aCC dendritic 

processes in embryos homozygous for dock or dscam1 mutation (Figure 5A), despite that 

the aCC axon still extends and targets normally at this development stage. Similar to the 

pak1−/− case, the remaining dendrites were also displaced (Figure 5A). Resupplying the 

dock gene back only to aCC fully rescued the phenotype in the mutant (Figure 5A), 

indicating a cell-autonomous function of dock. On the other hand, resupplying a single 

isoform of dscam1 (UAS-Dscam[exon 17.2]-GFP (Wang et al., 2004)) specifically to aCC 

in the mutant background could not rescue the dendrite number, and the primary branches 

were still misplaced (Figure 5A). Note that we picked this Dscam1 isoform with an axon-

guiding transmembrane domain because the process occurs before dendritogenesis. Its 

expression and axonal localization in aCC has been previously verified by us (Hsu et al., 

2009). Taken together, these results suggest that dscam1 in other cells is likely involved in 

this process, either directly in an isoform-specific manner (Wojtowicz et al., 2004; 

Wojtowicz et al., 2007) or indirectly in an isoform-non-specific manner.

Complementary to our epistasis analysis, we performed a genetic interaction assay to 

validate our dscam1-dock-pak1 pathway (Schmucker et al., 2000). We found ~40% 

reduction of dendrite tip number in dock/dscam1 or pak1/dscam1 trans-heterozygous mutant 

than in the dock−/+, dscam1−/+ or pak1−/+ heterozygous mutant alone (Figure S3). These 

synergistic genetic interactions between dscam1, dock and pak1 support their function in the 

same linear pathway. We further verified the direct involvement of pak1-dock interaction 

utilizing a pak1 allele (pak14) containing a L9P mutation that disrupts Pak1-Dock binding 

(Hing et al., 1999). The dendrite tip number in pak14/pak1- was significantly lower than that 

in pak1−/+ and indistinguishable from that in pak1−/- (Figure S3). This result strongly 

supports the involvement of specific Dock-Pak1 interaction in signaling aCC 

dendritogenesis.

If Dscam1 and Dock in aCC directly participate in regulating dendritogenesis, they should 

be present at the site. To image the temporal and spatial distribution of Dock, we expressed 

epitope-tagged Dock (UAS-SNAP::Dock) in the aCC neurons at a near-physiological level 

without changing the morphology of the aCC (Figures S4C-D). To perform single-neuron 

imaging of Dscam1 without altering its splicing pattern, we used a GFP intron trap insertion 

into the dscam1 locus (hereafter named Dscam1MiMICGFP) and expressed specifically in 

aCC anti-GFP nanobodies tagged with mCherry (mCherry::vhhGFP4) (Venken et al., 2011) 

(Figures S5A-C). The mCherry signal reliably indicates where endogenous Dscam1 is 

enriched in the aCC axon, because localized mCherry signal at the aCC dendritogenesis site 

disappeared either with dscam1 RNAi or in wild-type embryos with only nanobody 

expression (Figure S5D). Our imaging results showed that both Dock and Dscam1 were 

enriched at the aCC dendrogenesis site at least 2 hours before the dendrites start to grow 
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(Figures 5B-C). The width of Dock or Dscam1 distribution exactly matches with that of 

Pak1 distribution (3.7 ± 0.7 μm with Pak1, 3.6 ± 1.1 μm with Dock and 4 ± 0.2 μm with 

Dscam1, mean ± SEM; Figure 5D).

Dscam1 via Dock recruits Pak1 to the aCC dendritogenesis site

With the imaging assay that we have established for Dscam1, Dock and Pak1 accumulation, 

we sought to establish their interaction hierarchy. If Dscam1, Dock and Pak1 function 

through the same hierarchical pathway, knocking down/out any component in this pathway 

would only abolish the localization of downstream components but not upstream ones. Our 

imaging results matched this prediction. Pak1 accumulation at the aCC dendritogenesis site 

was significantly reduced in dock−/− or dscam1 RNAi embryos. Dock accumulation was 

also significantly reduced in dscam1 RNAi but not in pak−/−embryos, whereas Dscam1 

accumulation was not affected in either dock−/− or pak−/− embryos (Figure 6A). We also 

examined the pattern of Cdc42 activation in dscam−/− and dock−/− embryos using the 

aProbe reporter (Figure S6A). Neither the level of Cdc42 activation (Figure S6B) nor its 

spatial extent (Figure S6C) was affected. Together with the observation that Cdc42 

activation occurs at a later time point than the accumulation of Dscam1, Dock or Pak1 (i.e. it 

cannot be upstream of these three), we concluded that Cdc42 activation is controlled by a 

separate signaling pathway.

If Dscam1 and Dock act upstream of Pak1 to recruit Pak1 to the plasma membrane, 

Pak1myr-expression should override some aspects of the dock or dscam1 mutant phenotype. 

To test this prediction, we analyzed aCC co-expressing Pak1myr and shRNA either of dock 

or dscam1 (Figures 6B-C) We verified that RNAi-mediated knocking-down of dock or 

dscam1 displays a similar phenotype as in dock−/− or dscam1−/− null mutants, with a 

reduction in dendrite tip number and misplacement of primary branches. The dendrite tip 

number reduction was significantly reversed by introducing Pak1myr, although the region of 

the primary branches follows the broader Cdc42 activation pattern (compare Figure S6C to 

Figures 6B-C). The rescue of dendrite tip number requires both Pak1 myristoylation and 

Cdc42 activation (Figures 6B-C). These data suggest that Dscam1, via Dock, recruits Pak1 

to the plasma membrane to position the dendritogenesis site. Together with the activation of 

Cdc42, these two independent pathways co-regulate the initiation of dendrite growth in aCC.

Dscam1 in MP1 neuron is necessary and sufficient in signaling to Dscam1 in aCC neuron 
during aCC dendritogenesis

Dscam1 has been shown to mediate contact repulsion through binding to Dscam1 itself 

(Wojtowicz et al., 2004; Wojtowicz et al., 2007) or guide axon growth through binding to 

Netrin (Andrews et al., 2008) in a context-dependent manner. We found no apparent 

dendrite phenotype in netrin-A, netrin-B double-mutant embryos, whereas dscam1 RNAi in 

all neurons excluding the aCC resulted in a drastic reduction in the number of dendritic tips 

(Figure S7A). The latter case is similar to our failed rescue by resupplying dscam1 to aCC in 

the dscam1−/− background earlier in this paper. These results suggest that Dscam1 in 

another neuron is responsible, either directly or indirectly, for promoting dendrite outgrowth 

in aCC.
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To identify the neuron in which dscam1 is required for aCC dendritogenesis, we screened 

twenty GAL4 lines driving UAS-dscam1RNAi in distinct subsets of neurons (Figure S7B). 

Among the three lines showing significant reduction of aCC dendrite tip number, R23E04-

GAL4 is the only one that does not drive expression in aCC itself. Using this line to express 

membrane-tagged mCherry (R23E04-GAL4, UAS-membrane-targeted mCherry), we found 

that a random 86%, 56%, and 10% fraction of the dMP2, MP1, and DO4 neurons, 

respectively, were labeled (n=42 hemi-segments; Figures 7A and S7C-D). In particular, the 

axon of the MP1 pioneer neuron crosses the aCC axon exactly at the dendritogenesis site 

(12.5 ± 0.5 μm from the midline for the aCC dendritogenesis site and 12.8 ± 0.2 μm for the 

MP1 axon; Figure 7A). At the crossing, these two axons have a center-to-center distance of 

1.4μ± 0.3 μm (Figure 7A), matching their 1 ~ 1.5 μm diameter and thus suggesting their 

direct contact. The MP1 axon starts crossing the ventral side of aCC from 10:00 to 10:30 

AEL (Figure 7A). This timing is consistent with that for Dscam1, Dock and Pak1 

accumulation to occur in aCC, and the crossing direction matches the ventral-dorsal 

asymmetry of Pak1 and primary dendrite branches around aCC axon cross section (Figure 

4). Therefore, MP1 is likely the partner neuron that supplies the ligand to Dscam1 in aCC.

To assess the role of MP1 Dscam1 in aCC dendritogenesis, we expressed UAS-dscam1 

RNAi using R23E04-GAL4 and marked aCC neurons with lipophilic-dye. Because R23E04-

GAL4 is active only in a random half of MP1 neurons, we co-expressed UAS-membrane-

targeted-mCherry as an expression marker (Figure 7B). In this case, mCherry-positive MP1 

neurons would lose dscam1 because of dscam1-RNAi expression. In their associated aCC 

neurons, we observed defects in dendrite growth (dendrite tip number of 3 ± 0.56, mean ± 

SEM). As an internal control, in the same embryos, dendrite growth in aCC neurons 

associated with mCherry-negative MP1 neurons (i.e. dscam1 RNAi negative) was 

completely normal (dendrite tip number of 9.75 ± 0.32, compared to 9.49 ± 0.51 in R23E04-

GAL4/+ (control), mean ± SEM; Figures 7B). We verified that the axon of RNAi-positive 

MP1 neurons retained their spatial relationship with aCC: neither their positions with respect 

to the midline nor their center-to-center distances to aCC axons were altered (Figure 7A). 

Therefore, the gross morphological change of the nervous system caused by dscam1 

malfunction (Schmucker et al., 2000) has not yet started to occur for MP1 at the 

developmental stage of our study. To rule out the possibility that our phenotype could be 

attributed to dscam1 RNAi in other neurons where R23E04-GAL4 was active, we identified 

another GAL4 line (C544-GAL4) that drives expression specifically in MP1 (in a random 

half of all MP1 neurons). We observed the same dendritogenesis defect in aCC that runs 

across an MP1 axon expressing dscam1 shRNA (dendrite tip number of 4 ± 0.38, mean ± 

SEM; Figure S7C-D). Taken together, these experiments demonstrated that dscam1 

specifically in MP1 is necessary to promote the branching of aCC dendrites.

We next sought to assess whether Dscam1 in MP1 is sufficient in signaling to Dscam1 in 

aCC. Because we have not observed substantial changes in MP1 morphology in dscam1−/− 

embryos at the developmental stage of our study (Figure S7F), we examined the aCC 

dendritogenesis phenotype when resupplying a single isoform of Dscam1 simultaneously to 

both MP1 and aCC using R23E04-GAL4 and eve’-GAL4 in dscam1−/− embryos. We 

observed a rescue of dendritogenesis in aCC associated with Dscam1-expressing MP1 
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(dendrite tip number of 7.3 ± 0.6, compared the control of 10.2 ± 0.75, mean ± SEM; Figure 

7C) but not in those associated with MP1 not expressing Dscam1 (dendrite tip number of 1.7 

± 0.4, mean ± SEM; Figure 7C). Together with our failed rescue when resupplying the same 

isoform of dscam1 only to aCC (Figure 5A), we argue that Dscam1 in MP1 is both 

necessary and sufficient in signaling to Dscam1 in aCC.

To provide direct evidence that Dscam1 in MP1 communicates to aCC, we imaged 

endogenous Dscam1 in MP1 using the GFP-nanobody method described earlier. By 

expressing mCherry::anti-GFP nanobody in Dscam1MiMICGFP using R23E04-GAL4, we 

observed that Dscam1 in MP1 was indeed enriched at the position where MP1 and aCC 

crossed (Figure 8A). We further examined whether dscam1 RNAi in MP1 affects Dscam1 

accumulation in aCC. To address this question, we imaged the accumulation of Dscam1 in 

aCC using the GFP-nanobody method. Because this method used both GFP and mCherry 

color channels, we were not able to mark MP1 neurons positive in dscam1 RNAi. 

Nevertheless, we clearly saw a bimodal distribution of Dscam1 accumulation in aCC 

neurons (Figure 8B and C). In 52% of the aCC neurons, mCherry-nanobody at the dendrite 

growth site of aCC reduced to a level similar to that observed previously in aCC dscam1 

RNAi, whereas in other aCC neurons, Dscam1 accumulation was unaffected (Figures 8C). 

The fraction of affected aCC neurons matched the expected fraction of GAL4-active MP1 

neurons (56%). These results strongly indicate that Dscam1 in MP1 is responsible for the 

accumulation of Dscam1 in aCC at the neuron-neuron contact site, although they cannot tell 

whether or not there is direct Dscam1-Dscam1 interaction between the two neurons.

Discussion

The precise positioning of dendritic arbors requires intricate communication between intra-

cellular signaling and extra-cellular space. Here using the Drosophila embryonic aCC 

motoneuron as the model system, we have elucidated a mechanism for cell-cell contact to 

specify the position of dendritogenesis (Figure 8D). In this mechanism, Dscam1 serves as 

the cell surface receptor, recruiting Dock and subsequently the Cdc42 effector Pak1 to the 

plasma membrane, thus channeling the signal from activated Cdc42 to a small region at the 

contact site. Our model is based on three sets of evidence:

Localized Dscam1-Dock-Pak1 intracellular signaling defines the aCC dendritogenesis site

We have presented several lines of data that a signaling pathway from the surface protein 

Dscam1 to intracellular protein Dock and then to Pak1 plays an important role in positioning 

the site of dendrite outgrowth. Our genetic studies showed that dscam1, dock and pak1 

mutations all have a reduction of aCC dendritic branch number and misplacement of the 

remaining branches. This pathway is cell-autonomous for aCC because aCC-specific RNAi 

of dscam1, dock and pak1 displayed the same dendrite loss and misplacement, and re-

supplying dock or pak1 to aCC in the corresponding mutant background rescues the 

phenotype. As a separate piece of evidence, our imaging experiments showed that Dscam1, 

Dock and Pak1 are accumulated at the aCC dendritogenesis site at least 2 hours prior to the 

initiation of dendrites, with the position and spatial extent of their accumulation precisely 

matching that of aCC primary dendritic branches. Imaging results under aCC-specific RNAi 
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establish a Dscam1 - Dock - Pak1 hierarchy because knocking-down any one of these genes 

disrupts the accumulation of downstream partners, but not that of upstream ones. We have 

further validated this pathway by examining a pak1 allele that disrupts its interaction with 

dock as well as through genetic interaction analysis. This pathway is consistent with 

previous biochemical studies that have showed interactions between Dscam1, Dock and 

Pak1 in vitro (Hing et al., 1999; Schmucker et al., 2000). While these previous studies 

pointed to the role of this interaction in regulating axonal guidance, our study has clearly 

demonstrated a mechanism for this Dscam signaling in modulating dendrite morphogenesis 

by coupling to cytoskeleton activity regulation.

Cdc42 activation and membrane-enrichment of Pak1 are independent signals controlling 
the timing and spatial extent of aCC dendritogenesis, respectively

Our genetic and imaging data have provided strong evidence that the activation of Cdc42 

and the membrane-enrichment of Pak1 are independent of each other: Pak1 accumulation 

occurs 2 hours before Cdc42 activation, whereas Cdc42 activation is normal in dscam1 and 

dock mutants that disrupt Pak1 accumulation. This mechanism differs from a canonical 

model of Pak1 membrane-localization, in which activated Cdc42 becomes membrane 

anchored through lipid modification, subsequently recruiting and activating Pak1 (Etienne-

Manneville, 2004; Park and Bi, 2007; Slaughter et al., 2009). In contrast, our observation 

suggests that the recruitment of Pak1 to the target site, through Dscam1 and Dock, is 

decoupled from the control of Cdc42 activation by GEFs and GAPs. Moreover, we have 

seen a substantially narrower spatial extent for Pak1 accumulation than that for Cdc42 

activation, matching that of primary dendrite branches. Therefore, in controlling aCC 

dendritogenesis, Pak1 is not purely a “downstream effector” of Cdc42, but also an input 

point to supply a spatial cue. Nevertheless, the activation of Pak1 still requires Cdc42, 

because dendrite growth does not occur prior to the time point of Cdc42 activation. In 

addition, our study does not rule out the possibility for feedback loops to be subsequently 

involved to refine the region where Cdc42 is activated (Goryachev and Pokhilko, 2008).

Our high-resolution SIM images showed that Pak1 is recruited not just to a segment of aCC 

axon near the dendritogenesis site, but more specifically, to the ventral side plasma 

membrane where dendrite outgrowth occurs. This phenomenon is consistent with the fact 

that Dscam1 is a transmembrane protein, and indicates the role of Pak1 membrane-

recruitment in channeling Cdc42 signal to a precise location. As normally a cytoplasmic 

protein, enriching Pak1 on the plasma membrane would lead to higher local concentration 

and thus more efficient coupling with activated, membrane anchored Cdc42 (Bishop et al., 

2000; Burbelo et al., 1995). Consistent with this model, direct tethering of Pak1 to the 

plasma membrane by overexpressing Pak1myr (but not by overexpressing wild-type Pak1) 

overrides the spatial confinement of dendrite outgrowth. Primary dendrite branches now 

spread over the whole region where Cdc42 is activated, while dendritogenesis timing is still 

set by Cdc42 activation. This membrane-enrichment model could represent a generic 

mechanism for Rho-GTPase mediated cytoskeletal activity to accept multiple inputs. 

Specifically in our system of aCC dendritogenesis, this mechanism allows the positioning 

and timing of the event to be independently specified, and dendrite outgrowth initiates when 

and where Cdc42 activation and Pak1 membrane localization coincides.
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The independence of Cdc42 activation and the Dscam1-Dock-Pak1 pathway also explains 

why any one of dscam1, dock and pak1 mutants does not fully abolish dendrite growth but 

shows reduced dendrite branch numbers. In these mutants, Cdc42 still activates normally. 

Therefore, it can still activate Pak1 (except in the case of pak1 mutant) and other Cdc42 

effectors. Nevertheless, the efficiency will be lower without these effectors being enriched at 

plasma membrane, leading to a reduction of dendritogenesis activity. In addition, the loss of 

spatial input causes expansion of the dendrite growth region match the region of Cdc42 

activation.

Dscam1 signaling in aCC is positioned by aCC-MP1 neuron-neuron contact

One of our very interesting findings is the role of the MP1 pioneering neuron in positioning 

aCC dendrites. Our imaging experiment revealed that MP1 projects its axon at around 10:00 

AEL across the ventral side of aCC. The crossing position is exactly the same location 

where Pak1 accumulates in aCC and where dendrite outgrowth occurs later. Previous serial 

sectioning electron microscopy confirms this observation and shows that MP1 and aCC 

make a neuron-neuron contact at this position (Jacobs and Goodman, 1989). This finding 

resembles recent studies of axon collateral branching of C. elegans hermaphrodite-specific 

neuron, in which cell-cell contact allows SYG-2 ligand in hypodermis cells to signal to 

SYG-1 receptor in the neuron. A WRC interacting receptor sequence (WIRS) in the SYG-1 

cytoplasmic tail subsequently recruits WAVE regulatory complex (WRC), a well-known 

downstream effector of Rac that regulates actin assembly, triggering axon branching (Chia 

et al., 2014). In our case, it appeared that Dscam1 acts on both sides of the neuron-neuron 

contact. A convincing piece of evidence came from mosaic RNAi of dscam1 in MP1 using 

both the R23E04-GAL4 line and the MP1-specific C544-GAL4 line. In the same embryos, it 

showed perfect correlation between MP1 dscam1 RNAi expression and the loss of aCC 

Dscam1 accumulation, as well as the reduction of aCC dendrites. We have verified that 

dscam1 RNAi did not change the spatial relationship between MP1 and aCC at the 

developmental stage of our study. Therefore, the observed aCC dendrite phenotype was not 

due to the misplacement of MP1 axon. We further demonstrated that resupplying dscam1 to 

both MP1 and aCC was sufficient to substantially rescue the aCC loss-of-dendrite phenotype 

in dscam1−/− flies. Finally, we showed that endogenous Dscam1 in MP1 accumulated at 

the site where the MP1 axon crossed aCC. All these results support our claim that Dscam1 

in MP1 directly provides the positional cue for Dscam1 signaling in aCC dendritegenesis.

Because of the complicated nature of Dscam1-Dscam1 interaction, clarifying whether 

Dscam1 in aCC and MP1 interacts directly or indirectly is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Stochastic Dscam1 alternative splicing (Miura et al., 2013; Neves et al., 2004; Zhan et al., 

2004) means that it is unlikely for aCC and MP1 to have completely matching Dscam1 

splicing variants for homophilic or other isoform-specific interactions. Alternatively, 

communication between Dscam1 on the two sides of the MP1-aCC contact could be 

mediated by a co-receptor that is yet to be identified.

In either case, our key discovery elucidates a mechanism by which Dscam1 regulates 

cytoskeleton dynamics by bringing specific effectors to the plasma membrane of the action 

site. We have shown that this mechanism is important for spatial specification of the 
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dendritogenesis site in the aCC neuron, while similar processes might be involved in other 

cases where neuron-neuron recognition is translated into CNS morphogenesis, including the 

self-avoidance of dendrites from the same neuron (Hughes et al., 2007; Matthews et al., 

2007; Soba et al., 2007). In these cases, the exact neuron behavior triggered by Dscam1 

signaling will depend not only on the input received by Dscam1, but also on the local 

molecular context.

Experimental Procedures

Generation of transgenic lines

All constructs used were generated using standard cloning procedures. All the constructs 

were further cloned into a standard P-element transformation vector pUASt or a PhiC31 

integrase-mediated transformation vector pACU (gifts from YN Jan). For details, please 

refer to the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Transformants of all the constructs were 

established at Genetic Services, Inc. Except for the mCherry::anti-GFP-nanobody lines and 

the CD8::SNAP line (See Table S1 for the site-specific locations), all fly lines were 

generated by random transgene insertion through the P-element transposon technology. This 

random insertion allowed us to select for clonal lines with very low expression level. These 

low-expression lines were used in all experiments to minimize over-expression artifacts.

Fly stocks

A detailed description of all fly stocks, crosses and transgenes used can be found in the 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Table S1. Flies were reared at 25°C using 

standard procedures.

Generation and Visualization of Dscam1GFPMiMIC

The following injections to generate EGFP-tagged dscam1 were done: 

phiC31/;Mi{MIC}Dscam1MI07658/+ embryos were injected with pBS-KS-attB1-2-PT-SA-

SD-2-tdEGFP (a modified protein trap vector from pBS-KS-attB1-2-PT-SA-SD-2-EGFP-

FlAsH-StrepII-TEV-3xFlag) (Venken et al., 2011). Transformants were identified by the 

absence of the yellow gene. The transformants are homozygous viable, and the expression 

matched that of the endogenous Dscam1 (Figure S4B), indicating that introduction of the tag 

into the endogenous locus does not grossly disrupt the gene function.

RNAi experiments

Following an hour of collection, embryos were injected individually with dsRNA constructs 

prepared against Drosophila homologues of CRIB proteins. These dsRNA constructs were 

synthesized using MEGAscript T7 Transcription Kit (Life Technologies). For cell-specific 

RNAi experiments, we obtained the UAS-shRNA lines from TRiP at Harvard Medical 

School and Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center. For examination of dscam1 functions outside 

of the aCC, we expressed a dscam1 RNAi construct in various small subset of neurons 

(UAS-CD4::tdTomato/+;UAS-dscam1RNAi/GAL4 driver). See the Supplemental 

Experimental Procedures and Tables S2-3 for details.
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Immuno-histochemistry

Embryos were fillet-dissected, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, blocked in a 

solution of PBS/0.01% TritonX with 3%BSA (TBSB) for 1 hour. The embryos were 

incubated with primary antibodies or BG-Alexa645/TBSB (a final concentration of 100nM: 

NEB) at 4 °C overnight. Subsequently, they were stained with the proper secondary 

antibodies for 2 hours at 23-25 °C. Following immunohistochemistry, they were post-fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde for 5 min and mounted in ProLong Gold anti-fade mountant 

(Invitrogen). See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a complete list of primary and 

secondary antibodies used in this study.

Imaging

3D image data from multiple samples (n) of the model neuron were compiled and 

quantified. Fluorescent images were collected from immuno-stained embryos using a 

confocal microscope and a structured illumination microscope. Detailed methods for 

imaging are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Imaging analysis

Images were analyzed using ImageJ. Figures were prepared using Adobe Photoshop and 

Illustrator. Statistics were calculated using Origin. For details of quantifying dendritic 

processes, aCC and MP1 position, fluorescently-tagged proteins concentration, as well as 

Pak membrane localization, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation spatially corresponds with the aCC dendritogenesis site
(A) In each half-segment of an embryo, the aCC motoneurons begin to develop their 

dendrites at a stereotyped position within the CNS where its axon intersects with the 

longitudinal connective. (B) The distribution FWHMs for Cdc42 activation, GFP::Cdc42V12 

accumulation as well as for the primary dendritic branches’ positions. The sample size (n) is 

the number of aCCs examined in abdominal segments from A2 to A5. (C) Representative 

images of lipophilic-dye-labeled aCC aligned to the CNS midline (dashed line) from 11:00 

to 15:00 in a wild-type strain. The distribution of primary dendritic branches is also plotted 

(bottom). (D) The mean number of dendritic tips from 11:00 to 15:00. (E) GFP::Cdc42V12 is 

localized at the base of the primary branches (inset). The mean of relative GFP::Cdc42V12 

fluorescence at 10 to 30 μm from the midline is shown. Their concentrations are normalized 

to the average concentrations in the aCC cell body. GFP::Cdc42 localization at 15:00 was 

used as a control. (F) Quantification of the GFP::Cdc42V12 amount at 10 to 30 μm from the 

midline at the indicated hours versus at 15:00. Error bars: SEM. See also Figure S1
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Figure 2. Pak1 is required for GFPCdc42V12 accumulation as well as aCC dendritogenesis
(A) Images of GFP::Cdc42V12 and GFP::Cdc42V12C40 localization in aCC at 15:00. As 

opposed to GFP::Cdc42V12, GFP::Cdc42V12C40 failed to accumulate at the aCC 

dendritogenesis site. We quantified the amount of GFP::Cdc42V12 with dsRNA injection. 

Compared to sham-operated control (an empty vector injection), GFP::Cdc42V12 

accumulation at the site is reduced (asterisk, p < 0.005 by two-tailed t-test). (B) Expression 

of RNAi constructs or injection of mixed RNAi constructs caused significant reduction of 

the number of dendritic tips in the aCC at 15:00 (asterisk, p < 0.001 compared with eve’-

GAL4/+ (control) alone by two-tailed t-test). (C) Loss-of-function mutants of pak1−/− 
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reduce dendritic tip number in aCC. The phenotype is rescued by resupplying wild-type 

pak1 gene to aCC (asterisk, p < 0.005 compared with the one in a wild-type background at 

15:00 by two-tailed t-test). (D) Representative images of Pak1 localization in aCC at 11:00 

and 15:00. Pak1 is pre-localized where the dendrites normally start to sprout at 11:00. Pak1 

localization at 11:00 was not affected even in cdc42−/− mutants. Bottom: Quantification of 

the Pak1 amount at 10 to 30 μm from the midline in the indicated hours and genotypes 

versus the one at 15:00. Error bars: SEM. See also Figure S2.
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Figure 3. Pak1 is enriched at the ventral membrane of the aCC dendritogenesis site
(A) 3D SIM of aCC expressing membrane marker, its cross-sectional view, and averaged, 

normalized slices along the Anterior-Posterior axis (A-P) and Dorsal-Ventral axis (D-V) 

(shades represent standard deviations, n = 8). The membrane marker is stained with both 

Alexa Fluor 488 (green) and Alexa Fluor 555 (magenta). Full colocalization in the cross 

sections demonstrates our capability to precisely align 2-color SIM images. (B) 3D SIM of 

Pak1 prior to aCC dendritogenesis at 11:00 (n = 10), showing cross-sectional views at 11μm, 

13 μm and 15 μm from the midline. Pak1 accumulates at the ventral-proximal half of the 

juxta-membrane at 13 μm, but not at 11 or 15 μm. The two separated color channels were 
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also shown in Figure S2D. (C) 3D SIM of aCC dendrites and its cross-sectional view at 13 

μm from the midline at 15:00 in wild-type embryos. Radial distribution of primary dendrites, 

heavily biased to the ventral side, is measured from the center of the axonal cross section to 

the base of primary dendrite branches.
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Figure 4. Membrane-tethering of Pak1 determines the position of dendrite outgrowth
(A) Compared with eve’-GAL4/+ (control), the Pak1 mutations caused irregular distribution 

of primary dendritic branches in aCC (the representative images of aCC in a wild-type and a 

pak1−/− mutant background are shown in Figure 1B and the Figure 2C, respectively). 

Although continuous over-expression of pak1 induces no change from the control, 

myristoylated Pak1 (pak1myr) expression induces expansion of dendrite outgrowth region 

with normal dendritogenesis timing. (B) Summary of the distribution FWHMs for Cdc42 

activation, GFP::Cdc42V12 accumulation and Pak1 accumulation, as well as for the dendrite 
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positions in a wild-type, a pak1 overexpression, a membrane tethered pak1myr 

overexpression and a pak1−/− mutant background. Error bars: SEM.
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Figure 5. Dscam1 and Dock are localized at the aCC dendritogenesis site and are important for 
aCC dendrite outgrowth
(A) Images of aCC in indicated genotypes at 15:00. We also quantified the positions of 

primary dendritic branches, the numbers of dendritic tips and the distribution FWHMs for 

the primary dendritic position in indicated genotypes at 15:00 (asterisk, p<0.005 by one-way 

ANOVA). (B-C) Images of Dscam1 and Dock distributions in aCC. Before aCC 

dendritogenesis starts at 11:00, Dock (B) and Dscam1 (C) are pre-localized at the aCC 

dendritogenesis site. The amounts of Dock and Dscam1 at 10 to 30 μm from the midline 
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were also quantified from 11:00 to 15:00 and were normalized to the ones at 15:00. (D) 

Comparison of the distribution FWHMs for Dscam1, Dock and Pak1. Error bars: SEM. See 

also Figure S4 and S5.
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Figure 6. Dscam1 via Dock localizes Pak1 at aCC dendritogenesis site
(A) Images and quantifications of Dscam1, Dock and Pak1 localized at the aCC 

dendritogenesis site in various mutant and knock-down backgrounds (asterisk, p<0.005 

compared with their amounts in a wild-type background at 15:00 by two-tailed t-test). (B-C) 

Images of aCC in indicated genotypes at 15:00. We also quantified the positions of primary 

dendritic branches, the numbers of dendritic tips and the distribution FWHMs for the 

primary dendritic position in indicated genotypes at 15:00 (asterisk, p<0.005 by one-way 
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ANOVA). Error bars: SEM. Control data (eve’-GAL4/+) from Figure 2B and 4A are re-

plotted. See also Figure S6.
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Figure 7. Dscam1 in MP1 neuron is necessary and sufficient in signaling to Dscam1 in aCC 
neuron during aCC dendritogenesis
(A) Morphology of aCC (green) and neurons expressing membrane-bound mCherry 

(magenta) under the control of an R23E04-GAL4 driver. mCherry-positive neurons appear in 

a patchy fashion in a small subset of neurons in the CNS. Among these neurons, MP1 has an 

axon positioned at close apposition of the aCC dendritogenesis site. MP1 projects its axon 

and crosses at the ventral side of aCC where normally dendrites emerge (cross-section). The 

position of MP1 axon at the crossing site as well as the MP1-aCC center-to-center distance 

was unaffected by dscam1 RNAi in MP1. (B) Correlation between presence of dscam1-

RNAi-expressing MP1 and the loss of dendritic processes in the aCC. The dscam1-RNAi-

expressing MP1 has been labeled by mCherry (magenta) within the CNS of otherwise non-

labeled and R23E04-GAL4/+ animals. (C) Rescue of Dscam1 mutant phenotype by 

resupplying dscam1 to both MP1 and aCC. The dscam1-expressing MP1 was labeled by 
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mCherry (magenta). We quantified the positions of primary dendritic branches, the numbers 

of dendritic tips and the distribution FWHMs for the primary dendritic position in indicated 

genotypes at 15:00. n indicates the number of aCC analyzed in abdominal segments from A2 

to A5. Error bars: SEM. See also Figure S7.
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Figure 8. Dscam1 in MP1 is responsible for the localization of Dscam1 in aCC
(A) Representative images of Dscam1 localized in MP1. The fluorescence intensity profiles 

were aligned and averaged at the aCC-MP1 intersection (dashed line). (B) Representative 

images of Dscam1 in aCC in dscam1 RNAi driven by the R23E04-GAL4 driver. (C) 

Quantification of Dscam1 accumulation in aCC (purple) displays a bimodal distribution, 

with the two populations matching that of the no RNAi control and aCC dscam1 RNAi 

(black), respectively. n indicates the number of aCC analyzed in abdominal segments from 

A2 to A5. Error bars: SEM. (D) Model for the spatial-temporal control of aCC 

dendritogenesis.
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